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The January General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:15 PM. Mike reported the successful 
transfer of  our Toys for Tots contributions to an SCPD substa-

tion. He also mentioned that an email blast was sent, which had the lat-
est newsletter attached to all members. If  you did not receive Mike’s 
email, please contact Membership Director Joe Bottigliere to verify 
your correct email address in on file.   

NEW MEMBERS  None present. 

TREASURER’S REPORT  Steve Fulgoni reported that the LIW is in good 
shape, and no unanticipated charges were received or expected. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT  Membership Chair Joe Bottigliere reminded all 
present that it is time to renew your membership. There are no changes 
to the dues structure. Dues must be received by Joe during January for 
members to remain in good standing. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS  Mike Daum and Vice President Bill Leonhardt dis-
cussed moving our annual show to the Cradle of  Aviation (C of  A). 
Recently, Bill guided a small group of  board members around the C of  
A facilities, and those in attendance were impressed. Steep rental 
charges, as well as the lack of  nearby parking and food services at the 
Old Bethpage Village Restoration site (OBVR), have prompted the 
evaluation of  alternative facilities. 

Mike reported the results of  our recent elections and introduced the 
new board members. The results were: 

President – Mike Daum 
Vice President – Bill Leonhardt 
Treasurer – Steve Fulgoni 
Secretary – Mike Mittleman 
Membership Director – Joe Bottigliere 
Director – Ed Piotrowski 
Director – Joe Pascucci 
Cabinet Makers SIG President – Ben Nawrath 
Woodturners SIG President – Jim Moloney 
Carvers SIG President – Frank Napoli 
Scrollers SIG President – Steve Kelman 

Congratulations to all. 

 
Finally, the first board meeting for 2020 will be held on January 20, 
2020, from 7 PM – 9 PM. Agenda details appear on the LIW website 
under “Events.” Interested members may attend the meeting. 

 
 

SECRETARY’S 
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PRESENTATION 
 
We had a Round-robin evening with several fascinating and informative demonstrations and exhibits. 
Bob Hildebrand attempted live steam-bending of  rocking chair parts. Several members assisted in the effort. 
  
Jim Clancy demonstrated a small accessory for Festool track saws that offered exact spacing for kerf  relief  when 
attempting to preserve off-cuts. 
  
Mike Josiah offered advice and demonstrated various lathe techniques. 
  
Frank Napoli and others displayed and discussed woodcarving with our members. 
  
Bill Leonhardt demonstrated a home-built tenoning jig for table saws. 
  
Norm Bald, The Jig King, demonstrated three accessories. Included was a miter sled for picture frames, a jig 
to assist with hinge mortising, and a handy lap jig for making compartments in jewelry boxes. 
  
Thank you to all of  the round-robin participants for the informative demonstrations and helpful advice. 
  
ADJOURNMENT  The meeting adjourned at 8:45 PM. 
  
FEBRUARY MEETING  The meeting will be held at the Brush Barn on Wednesday, February 5, from 7 PM to 9 PM. 
 
 

 
2020 ANNUAL SHOW 

 
At the Executive Board meeting on January 20, plans for our 2020 show were discussed.  The Board 
overwhelming approved both a change in date and a change in venue.  Our show will be held on 
September 12 & 13, 2020 at the Cradle of  Aviation museum in Garden City, just down the road from the 
Nassau Coliseum.  We are excited to be taking the show there as there will be much more space for our  
exhibits and larger crowds expected based on the Museum’s popularity.   

 
See: https://www.cradleofaviation.org/ 

 
I wish to encourage all club members to think about a project (or projects) to make and exhibit in this 
year’s show.  Additionally, since we are new there and we really want to establish a presence, think about 
bringing past projects as well.  The only restriction is that they have not been exhibited at the 2019 show. 
 
Important – While the show provides an opportunity to exhibit our work, it also is a great benefit to the 
club in another way.  The Gift Store (Gallery), Used Tool Sales (Garage Sale), sale of  projects from the 
floor and the rental of  vendor spaces are all sources of  income for the club.  This important revenue 
stream goes toward procuring outside speakers and equipment for the club as well as keeping down the 
potential for dues increases.  Please help in any way you can to preserve the quality of  our “prom”.  
 
Obviously, we are just getting started with the plans for this year’s show but please contact me with any 
questions and/or comments you may have. 

Bill Leonhardt – Show Chair 
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 BOB WOODLICFM

Ben Nawrath, presiding. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS Three new faces joined the meeting, and all had some experience with woodworking, including 
carpentry, greenwood chairs, carving and turning. 

Harry Slutter mentioned that Lie-Nielsen will be at his shop on March 27th and 28th. It is a hands-on event where 
the tools can be tested by attendees. 

Bill Leonhardt mentioned that the Show will most likely be at the Cradle of  Aviation. The location is not set in stone, 
but if  it happens it will be earlier in the year. 

SHOW AND TELL Mark Bullock made a walnut box with a stained-glass top or lid. The bottom was quarter-inch 
maple plywood and the box was finished with linseed oil and paste wax. 

Tom Ryan had several projects. His first was using a box joint jig on a table saw to make an Oak box. The jig worked 
well with pine, but not with the oak. Tom made walnut wooden hinges for the box. Tom also made a brick cutting 
board with cherry and maple. From Wood Magazine, Tom made a tea tray with curved maple inlays or “berries.” The 
finish was Danish oil with shellac. 

Dr. Steve Price carved two spoons-walnut and maple and a spatula made of  cherry. His recommendation is to start 
with the spoon’s bowl, then the handle.  

PRESENTATION The topic of  the meeting, which will be multiple presentations, was wood movement.  The presen-
ter was Don Daily.  

Don began by saying wood movement is an exchange of  moisture and depends on the tree and wood. For example, 
sycamore and elm are not usually chosen. Flatsawn sycamore can reabsorb moisture and twist. Not all species dry 
the same. Ash will dry straight, while walnut will not.  

Wood movement is dependent on where it came out of  the tree. Climate can affect wood. Northwest woods have 
tighter grain patterns compared to warm climate woods which have fatter rings - they have a longer growing season. 
Did the tree grow on a hill or was it subjected to winds?  These are just two of  the factors determining the quality 
of  wood. 

Wood Movement  

Plain Sawn
PTrue 

Quartersawn

Quarter & Rifts 

Sawn
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Depending on how the boards are cut from the tree, length of  the board and the moisture content influence the type 
of  imperfections that could develop. There could be a crook, bow, cup, twist, or a split. Don explained that the far-
ther away from the tree center there is more area for moisture. Don illustrated how to remove these defects and max-
imize the good parts of  the board. To see any flaws, Don suggested looking at the end grain. At Harry’s shop splits 
or checks are corrected with butterflies or epoxy. To mitigate wood movement, use smaller boards.   

End View

Crook

Bow

Cup

Twist

Knot

End View

End View

End View

End View
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Discussion also touched on table tops. Should the grains be alternated a la Norm Abrams, or as Todd Thompson 
suggested, have all the grains the same direction as the growth rings?  
Harry will mill wood, e.g. doors, and let the lumber sit for a month. Don’t go for final thickness. Let the wood sit on 
a “flat” stickered surface. If  not flat, the wood will mimic the surface it’s sitting on. Jim Hennefield recommended 
using cawls to flatten the wood while drying.  

Norm Bald said he tried ripping a piece of  white oak and the first six inches the wood bound on his riving knife. 
After loosening the board from the knife, the rest of  the board machined nicely. White oak is difficult to dry.  

Don’s presentation will continue at the next meeting.  

Not too Easy 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11

 

Clues 

Across Down 

  1. Declare 1. Religious retreat 

  7. Dorm room staple 2. A spar with a block on one end 

  8. One-time publisher 3. Undercoat 

  9. Left over; remnant 4. Astray 

10. Park, for one 5. Deliver 

11. Fusion 6. Go this way and that 

 
 PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Solution to January

 

 

7 6 8 5 3 4 9 2 1
1 5 4 8 2 9 6 3 7
3 9 2 7 1 6 5 4 8
5 8 9 1 4 2 3 7 6
4 2 3 6 9 7 8 1 5
6 7 1 3 8 5 2 9 4
9 3 6 4 5 1 7 8 2
2 1 7 9 6 8 4 5 3
8 4 5 2 7 3 1 6 9
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 TURNER’S GUILD                                                            BARRY SALTSBERG

New president Jim Maloney opened the meeting promptly at 7:11 PM, continuing the legacy of  punctuality 
of  his predecessors. 

 
NEW MEMBERS Andrew Scano - new to turning but has years of  woodworking experience. 
Steve Maieli - an Air Force veteran, who is very new to turning. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Jim talked about Totally Turning at Saratoga Springs on March 28th and 29th at the Saratoga 
Springs City Center.  The meeting is sponsored by the Adirondack Woodturners Association, a SIG of  the 
Northeastern Woodworkers Association. Totally Turning is held in conjunction with the NWA Woodworking 
Showcase. Totally Turning features rotations with world famous turners as well as access to Showcase project 
gallery and the vendors area.  Jim mentioned that it is a fun weekend, with comradery and dinners with “the 
gang.” 
 
Jim mentioned that we need members to volunteer as demonstrators for the coming year.  
 
He informed us that there will be a Woodworkers Club board meeting on Monday, January 20 at 7:00 PM at the 
LIE rest stop between exits 51 and 52 on the eastbound side. Members in good standing are welcome to attend. 
 
Gary Mayhew is taking orders for Guild T-shirts. The cost is $20 and come in yellow or green. Gary needs an 
order of  12 shirts. If  you want a shirt, contact Gary at garysold101@gmail.com. 
 
Joe Botts reminded everyone that dues are due, if  you haven’t paid yet. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Barry S. showed a cherry covered dish with a satin finial, a small bowl, a bud vase, and a “burl 
on a stick” (Ed Pio’s designation), all made from cherry burl. 
 
Tony F. had 2 boxes and 2 bowls. 
 
Matt R. presented a wire-burned poplar pen, a walnut bowl, and a wireless speaker from a Rockler kit, which he 
demonstrated. It worked very well. 
 
Bob U. showed a large barrel-shaped bowl, worked on by 4 turners, with a large crack that was initially filled with a 
piece of  walnut, but which re-cracked. Sometimes, you just can’t win! 
 
Hank Z. presented a matched set of  cherry burl bowls with natural edges on an angle. He also had a large (Does 
Hank turn anything else?) ambrosia maple bowl. 
 
New member Steve Maieli showed his early attempts at turning - a rocket ship, a drinking glass and some other 
examples of  his trials at spindle turning. 
 
Barry told about the mentor program and invited anyone interested to see him. 
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RAFFLE  Nate Lanzilotta and Steve Fulgoni were winners. 
 
PRESENTATION – Ed Maloney 
 
Ed first showed a small platter with cutouts that were filled with colored epoxy. Ed was dissatisfied with it because 
there were air bubbles in the epoxy. 
 
He next showed a resin-coated burl cap and a burl cap that was completely encased in epoxy. He was also unhappy 
with that because it had air bubbles. 
 
He also showed a platter made of  plywood consisting of  strips glued together on end. Ed said that when working 
with plywood, it is advisable to use carbide tools because glue is very hard on steel tools. 
 
Next, Ed showed a plywood vase where the plywood rings were set at a 15-degree angle which made the piece 
resemble an exotic species of  wood. 
 
On to the demonstration! Ed had glued up discs of  plywood in a general pattern that was pleasing to him, and 
proceeded to smooth the construction using a carbide tool. It had one joint that was not glued, but was indexed 
with 3 steel pins so the two halves could be hollowed separately before being joined. He also showed a sanding 
sleeve that he used in the neck of  the vase. 
 
Thank you, Ed, for a very interesting and informative presentation!
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 LISA                                                        ROBERT CARPENTIER

President Steve Kelman – Presiding. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS The meeting opened with the announcement of  the board members for this year: 
 
President Steve Kelman 
Vice President Bob Urso 
Treasurer Bob Lerner 
Secretary Bob Carpentier 
Trustee Ed Piotrowski 
 
Treasurers report - $723 on hand 
 
DISCUSSION New members Mark and Steve are first-time scrollers who asked for advice regarding which scroll 
saws we would recommend. The saws discussed were the Hawk, Hegner, Pegas, Excalibur, Jet, and DeWalt. Mark 
and Steve were invited to visit members who use these saws to get a feel for them and to see firsthand their 
unique capabilities. Price, of  course, was also discussed. They were discouraged from buying saws of  lesser quality 
than the ones stated above. Intarsia, fretwork, segmentation, and the like are challenging enough without having to 
deal with inefficient equipment. 
 
We discussed upcoming presentations, and so far, we have the following: 
 
February - Rolf  on tool basics for scrollers. Blades, patterns, and much more. 
 
March - Bob C. is planning on a presentation of  a piece he made and discussing it step-by-step. There will be an 
exchange of  ideas, so Bob will be looking for suggestions on how to do some things better and easier from more 
experienced members. 
 
April - We didn’t get to this discussion yet, but generally, this is when we do our annual flowers for Mother’s Day. 
 
We have two more volunteers, one for May, and one for June, though the order of  presentation is not yet con-
firmed.  Alain will present on “tips, tricks, and solutions to fretwork,” and Arnie will clear up the mysteries of  
using the Gimp computer program, which turns photos into scroll saw patterns. 
 
SHOW AND TELL Steve made a domino set with walnut veneer and maple. He punched the holes with a template 
from a kit. 
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 BATCHED PICTURE FRAMES                                             BEN NAWRATH

Several years ago, I salvaged some redwood deck boards from my grandmother’s old house, with the help of  
my best friend, after my sister moved in. Fast forward ten years or so to 2018, and we had a mini family reunion 
with my dad’s side of  the family, so I thought it would be nice if  we all had a piece of  the house as a souvenir, 

since we spent so much time there together over the years. Since the deck was built in the 60s, and the “good” pieces 
had been indoors for a decade, the lumber was extremely dry and splintery. I started with several dozen trips thru 
the drum sander to get to clean wood.  

After ripping off  the edges, I decided to rip them into strips allowing the thickness of  the boards to be the width of  
the frame, which turned out to be some beautiful straight grain. I followed that with the dado at the router table, 
after selecting the best face of  each.  

I made a picture frame miter sled, which I’ll detail in another article, that made cutting 72 miters much easier! 
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After ripping off  the edges, I decided to rip them into strips allowing the thickness of  the boards to be the width of  
the frame, which turned out to be some beautiful straight grain. I followed that with the dado at the router table, 
after selecting the best face of  each.  

After carefully trimming the splines at the router, I did a bunch of  sanding and a little filling with glue and sawdust 
to get the frames prepped for finish.  
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I sealed all nine frames and hit them with some 320 before Spider-Man saved the day with a few coats of  shellac.  

 

Some low-glare Lexan, 1/8” hardboard, glazing points to hold it in, and a simple dowel kickstand completed the 
frames. My cousin helped me find some old family photos too! The picture frames went to my parents, two aunts, 
sister, three cousins, and one extra for my friend that helped me with a photo from our wedding in ’13 where he was 
our best man.  

The picture frames were my first big batch project, and it was tons of  fun. One of  my cousins even asked, “how’d 
ya do that!?” I didn’t even realize I had a decent grain match around the frame since the pieces were random choic-
es. Yay for straight grain! 
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 PHOTOS FROM THE SECRET SOCIETY OF WOODCARVERS ICE CREAM PARTY
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 TOOL SALE

N
o.

N
am

e
Brand

Cat #
Serial #

Volts.
Price

1
U
nisaw

 - 10" Tilting Arbor Saw
Delta

240
1,016.00

$     
2

Planer
Delta

DJ - 20
97A00193

240
560.00

$         
3

Table Saw
M
akita

LS 1212
19252A

120
480.00

$         
4

Plate Joiner
Delta

32 - 100
S 9509

120
160.00

$         
5

Hollow
 Chisel M

ortiser
Delta

14 - 650
P 9647

120
160.00

$         
6

Sander 
Delta

320.00
$         

7
Versa Feeder

Delta
36 - 865

CM
 9807

240
740.00

$         
8

15" Planer
Delta

DC 380
240

300.00
$         

9
1" Belt - 5" Disk Sander

Delta
----

P 9819
120

120.00
$         

10
Band Saw

Delta
52-965

96 G 93908
120

320.00
$         

11
18" Variable Speed Scroll Saw

Delta
40650

K9634
120

160.00
$         

12
Bench O

scillating Spindle Sander
Delta

31 - 780
CD 9639

200.00
$         

13
18" X 36" Drum

 Sander
Delta

31 - 250
00H88756

920.00
$         

14
Variable Speed W

ood Lathe
Delta

46 - 700
480.00

$         
15

16-1/2" Drill Press
Delta

17 - 900
W

 9613
120

660.00
$         

16
Porter Cable Router Table

Jointech
CL-18

01247
120

500.00
$         

17
6" Thin Line Bench Grinder

Delta
23-650

P9630
120

150.00
$         

18
W
illiam

s &
 Hussey M

older
W

 &
 H

16575
240

520.00
$         

19
Sharpening Center

Delta
23-710

P9636
120

260.00
$         

20
Dust Collector

240
840.00

$         
8,866.00

$     

W
oodw

orking Tools

Total Cost:  

All tools are located in D
ix H

Ills and the buyer w
ill be responsible for picking up the item

s. 

C
ontact inform

ation:
M

ichael or R
hoda Bender

m
bender@

banaelectric.com
 or

rbender@
banaelectric.com

(631) 692-9664

Bank checks are the preferred m
ethod of paym

ent.


